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The MNFC ‘Double Header’ Events 

Results in Two Stern Tests 

By Mike Lakin 
 

Anyone who studies the weather forecasts 

would be in no doubts of the fact that the 

final two races of the Midlands National Old 

bird calendar of 2015 from Vire and the 

‘Blue Riband’ Bordeaux event were going to 

be tough ones. 

The 1,700 plus birds at Bordeaux were 

released in calm sunny conditions at 

6.30am and the 6,300 convoy at Vire were 

sent on their way at 9.00am into similar 

blue skies and a light Northerly wind. The 

forecast was for the strong wind on the 

channel to abate later in the day but the 

predicted North Westerly 15-17 per hour 

strength would still serve as a daunting 

obstacle especially for the Bordeaux 

pigeons who would be facing the sea after 

flying over some 375 miles of French terrain. 

This proved to be the case with the 

probable winner of the Vire race homing to 

S & T McCurry of Wisbech. The pigeon 

recording a velocity of1232.1, which 

equates to just under 42 miles per hour. 

This is the McCurrys’ second MNFC win as 

they also won the Young Bird race from 

Portland in 2014.  

 

Stu McCurry. 

When I spoke to Stu McCurry he was quite 

understandably ‘over the moon’ with his 

latest success. The likely winner is I believe 

related to his first national winner. 

Incredibly if the provisional result is correct 

the first six pigeons come from six different 

sections! This is an astounding fact which 

we may never see repeated. With this in 

mind who can doubt the club’s claim to be 

the fairest of organisations? 

I will talk fully in the full report about all of 

these leading pigeons and the other 

sections leading lights on a race that proved 

to be a good, hard, honest race. Most of the 
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fanciers have reported good returns and 

the birds looking in great shape in fact one 

quote was ‘’they look a million dollars’’. 

Excellent news and all credit to the 

Convoying team who can’t help them on 

their journey home but with the aid of 

‘Countrywide’ corns and good attention can 

prepare them for the job. 

The Bordeaux event just like last year race 

wasn’t for the faint hearted with the winner 

never going to better the velocity of the 

other shorter race winner though it’s 

velocity of 1177 was a credit to both the 

bird and his owner trainer.  

 

John Fretwell. 

The likely race winner belongs to John 

Fretwell of Twyford who is looking good for 

both 1st in the South West section and also 

the full Open victory. Additionally he has a 

second bird just behind so it will also be 

right up there on the result. The winning 

Marcel Sangers based pigeon is from a 

family of birds that John has raced 

successfully for some time now maintained 

a speed of just above 40 mph to record a 

velocity of 1177. It was a wonderful 

weekend for john as he also leads his 

section from Tarbes on the NFC 

Leaderboard. Dream land springs to mind. 

Once more no less than six different 

sections are represented in the first twenty 

Open verifications. 

When you study the provisional results you 

will notice some exceptional achievements 

by some amazing racing pigeons which 

further highlights the quality of the Club’s 

stock. Please remember that this is only the 

Provisional result there may be changes to 

the full official results. 

Unfortunately Sunday proved to be a 

complete washout with far fewer birds 

being able to make their home lofts from 

Bordeaux on the second day than were 

expected but all credit to those that took 

the soaking but still soldiered on. What 

does the future hold for those late comers? 

For me they deserve ‘dusting down’ and 

preparing for the 2016 event because the 

elements may be a little more 

accommodating next season. The task of 

flying 500 to 600 miles plus into a Northerly 

wind and an unfriendly sea is a feat that 

should never be under estimated. 

Mike Lakin 
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